
Possible Competitions for 2022-2023 
 
DSC Blues Classic  11/13/22             Jackson MS Youth/Prep/novice 

CheerSport   12/10/22             Hot springs AR Youth/Prep/novice 

DSC Rock n Roll   01/21/23             Tupelo MS  All Teams 
Encore Nationals  02/4-5/23       Memphis Tn All Teams 
Redline    02/18/23             Shreveport LA Jr. & Up 
NCA    2/24-25/23 Dallas TX   Teams TBA 
Jamfest    03/05/23  Nashville Tn All Teams 
DSC Kings of Rock        03/18/23  Memphis Tn All Teams 
DSC     04/15-16.23 Orange Beach   All Teams 
All Star Worlds   04/27-30/23.      Orlando Florida Bids Only 
The D2 Summit  TBA   Orlando Florida. Bids Only 
 
Hello CU Family.  This is the schedule for the 2022-2023 All-Star Season.  Please understand that 
the schedule is subject to change, due to the Event Coordinator.  I have selected to use two 
different companies this year.  Varsity and Deep South/Redline.  Both have an end of the year 
big competition for our athletes. Varsity has the summit and Deep South/Redline has All-Star 
Worlds; both are in Orlando. This gives all our teams an opportunity to compete at an end of 
the year event.  After competing in the All-Star worlds last Year, our teams will have to be 
AMAZING to have a chance for success since they put the D1 and D2 teams together.  So that is 
why the D2 Summit is the next best option. We just must get a bid to either one.  If we get a Bid 
for both Events, then (my staff and I) will decide based on the success of the team throughout 
the year. However, if ANY team gets a Bid at either event, and the team has is not READY or do 
not have a chance at winning, they will not go to either event. The end of the year event is too 
expensive to just go for the experience. That is why we do 6 to 7 comps a year, for the 
experience. Once a team has gotten their Bid, we will then limit the rest of the competitions for 
the remainder of the year. Which means, if your team gets a bid by the third competition, that 
team is required to just go to one more LOCAL competition to stay performance ready. Then all 
the fees that are paid for the remaining competitions will go toward your end of the year event. 
So now you do not have to come up with any more money or spend It at the remaining 
competitions.   The budget for the end of the year events is already factor into your monthly 
payments if you get the bid and if you go to limited competitions.  If your team do not get a bid, 
then you will go to all the competitions scheduled for the year.   I hope this all helps. This will be 
a Great Season of Competitive Cheerleading for CU.  


